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A: Delete the 3uTools app. Download the 3uTools
app again. It should now work on the iPhone 6. I've

also found that the original files and folders are
saved in the following folders of iTunes library on

iPhone: iTunes Library iTunes Settings iTunes
preferences Dye lasers emit radiation as a result of
induced transitions in a dye medium, the light being
generated by absorption of a high-energy pulse of

radiation. The high-energy pulse of laser radiation is
achieved by means of multi-component gain media.
If the laser radiation passes through the gain media,
light absorption takes place and this has the effect of
initiating the gain processes. The laser light is used in

many applications in medicine, navigation and
measurement technology. Said laser radiation is used
in the treatment of skin wounds, in dentistry and for

other applications. The laser radiation produced
thereby has an intensity of greater than 10.sup.9
W/cm.sup.2 in applications such as hair removal.
The laser light is produced by focusing in a laser
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resonator. The laser light emerging from the
resonator is focused by means of appropriate optical
devices into an application area. The laser gain media
used in the resonator are composed of a doped solid-

state material which, when excited by means of a
high-energy pulse of laser radiation, induces electric

polarization. At the same time, the laser radiation
absorbed by the gain media gives rise to a

characteristic energy conversion. In the past, the
doped solid-state materials for the laser gain media

used in dye lasers have been composed of either
YVO.sub.4 (Yttrium-Vanadium Oxide) or Y.sub.3
Al.sub.5 O.sub.12 (Yttrium-Aluminum Oxide), as

described in an article entitled "Dye lasers--a review"
by B.H. Kowalski, published in "Lasers in Medicine"

by B.H. Kowalski, Lippincott, Philadelphia, USA,
pp. 46-47. The two laser gain media YVO.sub.4 and
Y.sub.3 Al.sub.5 O.sub.12 have very similar optical
properties and similar absorption behavior. Only one

of the two media can be used as the laser gain
medium in laser resonators. The Y.sub.3 Al.sub.5

O.sub.12 material has the advantage
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